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Abstract:  

With wider userships and audiences participating into the visual digitalization of war, as 
both producers and consumers of content, many activists and theorists – such as those 
belonging to the so-called affective turn (Butler 2009, Sylvester 2013, Sontag 2002) – have 
greeted the new mechanics of media production for its democratic impact on the 
mediascape of war. On the one hand, ins fact, the possibility to shoot and upload visual 
content - images and videos - empowers the ‘unseen’ of war through renewed visibility and 
subjectification (see, amongst others, Rich 2011 and Norman 2009). In fact, the circulation 
of a plurality of imageries holds the potential of enabling new embodied relationships, 
international solidarity, as well as emotional proximity to the event of war (in spite of 
distance). On the other hand, with large data of visual contents accumulating and 
overlapping on different platforms online, their circulation appears to dilute the materiality 
of war into a mere system of signs, what Baudrillard defined as the ‘cultural mystique’. Or, 
in other words, wars over imageries emerge alongside, or even in lieu of, traditional 
imageries of war. As our selected cases indicate, these wars commonly unfold alongside the 
fiction/reality (i.e. fake/true) conundrum with a focus on questions related to aesthetic 
truths, symbols, or signs. By doing so, contents are removed of their material connection to 
war to serve as digital fetishisms. Focusing on a selection of disputed images and videos 
from Syria and Palestine, this article employs a materialist-driven approach in order to 
understand how the production and circulation of visual contents of war occur. Additionally, 
through the understanding of visual contents as commodities, the analysis engages with 
selected empirical cases through the analytical prism of exchange/use value instead of 
fiction/ factual perspectives. In conclusion, we argue that the visual datafication of war 
ultimately subtends its semiotic fetishization, while cornering those material and 
reproductive facets that characterize the politics of war. 
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